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1. In order to protect your p�ivate info�mation on the Inte�net 
2 POINTS

2.

What happens with your photos, once you publish them online?
4 POINTS

you should let your family and friends know all your 
passwords

A

you should use the same password to access all the 
internet content

B

you should never reveal specific information about yourself, 
such as your age, school which you attend or address 
where you live

C

I can delete them whenever I want and they will be permanently deleted from the internet as 
well

A

After publishing photos or other kinds of posts, we lose control over the further redistributionB

I get a lot of "likes" for my postsC



3.

When you see some posts or comments that provoke intensive emotional response in you, 
what should you do?
2 POINTS

4.

What is the optimal time per day to spend online and/or use ICT equipment (computers, 
laptops, cell phones etc.)
2 POINTS

5. Before going to sleep ...
2 POINTS

I reply while feeling upset, without thinking too muchA

I try to calm myself first, think about what I should do and then decide on what to postB

If somebody writes a mean comment, I leave a mean comment tooC

Around 1O hours per dayA

More than 6 ho ursB

The less hours spent, the better for our well-beingC

It is recommendable to put away our cell phone at 
least 2 hours before going to bed

A

Is the time when I most use my cell phoneB

I prefer to spend time at the gymC



6. When you notice that you spend too much time online, 
what can you do?
2 POINTS

7. How do you know the difference between fake 
news and credible news?
2 POINTS

8.

If / When cyber-bullying occurs
4 POINTS

I can turn off notifications, I don't need to respond to texts 
right away, I can dedicate my time to do something else 
that is of my interest

A

Nothing, because I prefer spending more time onlineB

If I spend too much time online, it's because I don't want to 
miss anything that happens on social media

C

I ask my peers and if the majority say it's real than it 
must be true

A

News that have most likes, comments and views 
must be true

B

I use available methods to check the news source 
and that's how I decide if it is credible or not

C

I don't tell anyone about that and I try to hide itA

I take screenshots of suspicious texts and texts from bullies and I report them to the respective 
agency in my country that takes care of safety internet measures

B

I only talk about it with my friendsC



9. What is the title of the movie about the social media that is 
recommended to watch and lea�n more about how social media 
work? 
1 POINT

10. When it comes to digital world, we're not just the 
users or consumers, we can be creators as well. 
Choose examples of creative and/or educative 
use of digital technologies:
3 POINTS

11. One of the most impo�tant components of digital 
literacy is 
2 POINTS

Social engineeringA

Social dilemmaB

Social algorithmC

VFX and CCIA

TikTok challe ngesB

TED Talk videos on YouTubeC

Google ClassroomD

Influencers who promote whichever brand that 
gives them higher earnings

E

having the latest generation smartphoneA

digital and e-safetyB

to know how to play the video gamesC



12. When it comes to media literacy
2 POINTS

critical thinking and fact analysis are the most importantA

the most popular news are also the most trueB

there's no need to check the sources because they are all 
credible

C


